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After finding that an accused infringer has willfully infringed a patent, a court may increase "damages to three times the amount found or assessed," under Title 35 of the U.S. Code, Section 284.[1]

Given that recent patent cases have yielded nine- and 10-figure damages awards, it is important to keep abreast of legal developments concerning willful infringement.[2]

In this article, we explore practical takeaways for litigating willful infringement in light of recent case law. These cases show that parties focus on the following seven areas:

- The impact of the 2021 SRI International Inc. v. Cisco Systems decision in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit;
- The accused infringer’s knowledge;
- Past relationships between the parties;
- Alleged copying;
- Attempts to invalidate the patent through post-grant proceedings;
- Lack of noninfringement arguments; and
- Reasonableness of an accused infringers’ opinion of counsel.

1. Willfulness findings remain relatively stable after SRI; enhanced damages findings declined.

The Federal Circuit clarified the standard for willful infringement in SRI v. Cisco.[3]

In reversing the U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware’s order granting the accused infringer’s motion for judgment as a matter of law of no willful infringement, the Federal Circuit addressed the language in the U.S. Supreme Court’s June 2016 Halo Electronics Inc. v. Pulse Electronics Inc. decision.
The Federal Circuit explained that the language in Halo concerning "wanton, malicious, and bad-faith" refers to "conduct warranting enhanced damages" not conduct warranting a finding of willfulness and that "the concept of 'willfulness' requires a jury to find no more than deliberate or intentional infringement."[4]

Using this test, the court found that substantial evidence supported the jury's finding of willful infringement.[5]

Has the Federal Circuit's clarification in SRI affected the incidence of willful infringement and enhanced damages findings? To explore this question, we reviewed published and unpublished district court decisions that postdate SRI and compared the data to published pre-SRI rates for willful infringement and enhanced damages.

For the willful infringement analysis, the data came from district court decisions where the patentee pleaded willfulness and there was a final decision on the merits regarding willfulness.[6]

For the enhanced damages analysis, the data came from district court decisions where there was a willfulness finding and the court ruled on whether to enhance damages.

The pre-SRI data came from a published study of district court decisions issued during the 4 1/2 years after the Halo decision.[7] The post-SRI data came from district court decisions that issued during the 13 months following the SRI decision.

Prior to SRI, the rate of willfulness findings was 64.9% (76/117). Thirteen months after SRI, this rate decreased slightly to 52.6% (10/19).

Prior to SRI, the rate of enhanced damages findings was 69.0% (29/42). Thirteen months after SRI, this rate decreased to 21.4% (3/14).

While more data will be necessary to draw definitive conclusions about the impact of SRI, the data available suggest that SRI has had a neutral effect on willfulness findings but a negative effect on enhanced damages.

With respect to willfulness, it is possible that prior to SRI most district courts understood that willfulness does not require wanton, malicious and bad faith conduct. This is relevant here because the analysis focused on district court decisions as opposed to jury findings. The slight decrease could be due to the sample size.

The decrease in enhanced damages after SRI could be due to the fact that the Federal Circuit emphasized in SRI the language in Halo that "[t]he sort of conduct warranting enhanced damages has been variously described in our cases as willful, wanton, malicious, bad-faith, deliberate, consciously wrong, flagrant, or — indeed — characteristic of a pirate."[8]

Given this landscape, patentees should closely scrutinize the information that is put before the jury. For example, they should make sure that jury instructions on willful infringement do not contain terms like "egregious" or "pirate-like," which suggest a heightened standard.

For their part, accused infringers should refocus their efforts by arguing that there is no basis for enhanced damages based upon the wanton and pirate standard. Several courts have used summary
judgment to remove willfulness from a jury because the evidence supporting enhancement does not suffice.[9]

2. Specific knowledge of the patent before the suit may not be required.

Establishing knowledge of the patent is foundational, because without knowledge one cannot intentionally infringe. Recent cases have confronted two questions related to knowledge. What suffices, and when must the alleged infringer obtain the knowledge?

Patentees seek a broad standard for both, while accused infringers advance a requirement that it have knowledge of the specific patent before the institution of the litigation. District courts have provided support for both arguments.

Patentees that have been unable to show that accused infringers had knowledge of the individual patent upon which they base their infringement claims have succeeded in having courts apply a standard that focuses on the “totality of the circumstances,” discussed in the March Illumina Inc. v. BGI Genomics Co. Ltd. decision[10]

Under this standard, an accused infringer need not have knowledge of the specific patent.[11]

Accused infringers need not lose all hope where evidence of specific knowledge is lacking, because other courts have held patentees to a stricter standard.

These courts have found the knowledge prong lacking where patentees have pointed to industry practices, knowledge of licenses that encompassed the asserted patents, or knowledge of the patent application that led to the asserted patent.[12] Thus, an accused infringer may be able to undercut a willful infringement allegation where specific knowledge of the asserted patent is absent.

The second knowledge battle concerns when the accused infringer obtained the knowledge. Can an accused infringer willfully infringe a patent it learns about from a complaint? Courts have provided both patentees and accused infringers ammunition to engage in this battle.

Seeking to avoid an inflexible application of a willful patent infringement standard disfavored by Halo, some district courts have found that the absence of presuit knowledge is not fatal to an allegation of willful infringement.[13]

Other courts have concluded that the absence of presuit knowledge provides a shield by which an accused infringer can deflect a willfulness charge.[14]

Chief U.S. District Judge Colm F. Connolly of the District of Delaware has highlighted that judges, including those in his district, have taken different positions on whether notice through a complaint suffices.[15]

Judge Connolly rejected the position that a complaint can provide knowledge, because a complaint is meant to obtain relief for an existing claim and not to create a claim.[16]

The ambiguity concerning the required knowledge can impact business operations. Companies often explore the patent landscape when acquiring an asset, considering new fields of research, or deciding on which products to offer.
Identifying patents in these searches or a party other than the patentee providing information on a patent may establish the requisite knowledge for a patentee to make a claim of willful patent infringement.[17]

As with other legal issues, whether the information that a company gleans from these activities can establish knowledge may depend on the judge overseeing the case.[18]

3. Some factors may support willful infringement; but may be considered unduly prejudicial.

Patentees have succeeded in pointing to past business relationships or licensing attempts to establish that an accused infringer had knowledge of the patent and that it may be infringing.[19]

Patentees assert that a company would not have entered the business relationship or sought a license unless the technology was necessary for the company to commercialize its product. They seek to position these discussions as showing that the accused infringers knew that they needed a license but decided to roll the dice in hopes they could get a better deal through litigation.[20]

In some instances, accused infringers have sought to turn the tables on patentees by arguing that the licensing attempts show good faith and reasonable commercial behavior.[21]

Alternatively, an accused infringer may be able to derail this evidence before it gets to the jury by focusing on the nature of the past relationship or licensing discussions and by utilizing the Federal Rules of Evidence’s protections against prejudicial evidence.

Courts may be unwilling to allow evidence of past relationships or licensing activity when the asserted patent did not exist or where the accused infringer did not have direct knowledge of the asserted patent at the time.[22]

Courts have also concluded that the prejudice of admitting prior licensing discussions may outweigh their probative value.[23] Thus, some courts have excluded the evidence. Courts are less inclined to that result if they see the activity as particularly egregious.[24]

4. Courts are likely to find willfulness when there is evidence of copying.

Evidence of copying may be the most compelling evidence that a patentee can present to a jury. This evidence allows a patentee to argue that its technology was vital to an accused infringer’s product being able to compete.

Often, the best evidence of copying comes from the accused infringer’s documents.[25] When such evidence is available, courts have repeatedly upheld juries’ conclusions that a party willfully infringed the patent.[26]

An accused infringer can seek to thwart the impact of the evidence by showing that it conducted its development efforts independent of the patent or before its issuance.[27]

It can also seek to show that reviewing competitive information aligned with industry practice and was not evidence of intentional or egregious behavior.[28]
5. Attempts to use post-grant proceedings to invalidate patents may support willfulness.

Many patent disputes include parallel post-grant proceedings. The results of these proceedings often become the focus of patentees' and accused infringers' willful infringement arguments and defenses.

A patentee will assert that an unsuccessful attempt to invalidate a patent shows that an accused infringer did not have a good faith belief in its defense.[29]

This story line could have a significant impact on a jury's determination, because jurors may be inclined to defer to the patent office employees who are paid to review a patent's validity.

But accused infringers have succeeded in excluding this evidence before a jury on the grounds that the prejudice outweighs the probative value.[30]

For courts deciding whether to enhance damages, some have found a Patent Trial and Appeal Board decision irrelevant to the analysis, because a decision declining to institute is not a decision on the merits and is no more probative than a decision to institute a review of the challenged patent.[31]

When facts surrounding a post-grant challenge are allowed to be presented, accused infringers have argued that the willingness to expend resources to challenge a patent shows a reasonable, good faith belief in the patent's invalidity.[32]

6. Accused infringers can seek to limit the impact of absence of noninfringement defenses at trial.

Sometimes a court's claim construction may place an accused infringer in the difficult position of either offering a weak noninfringement argument that could affect a jury's view of the credibility of the accused infringer's other positions, or stipulating to infringement to avoid loss of credibility.

Patentees have sought to use a stipulation of infringement as an avenue to repeatedly tell the jury that the accused infringer could not offer any infringement defense. They seek to use the stipulation throughout the trial to create an undercurrent that the accused infringer has an overall weak case.

In these instances, the accused infringer can seek an order from the court to minimize the impact of the stipulation. Judges appreciate that patentees may seek to overplay the importance of the stipulation and have limited the ability of the patentee to present this fact to the jury.[33]

In instances where willful patent infringement is found, an accused infringer may succeed in downplaying the importance of the stipulation when arguing against enhanced damages.[34]

7. Counsel opinion can thwart a willfulness claim unless not sufficiently competent or relied upon.

The greatest hurdle to a patentee's willfulness allegation may be an accused infringer's argument that it relied upon a good faith belief supported by an opinion of counsel.

Thus, opinions are helpful in showing an accused infringer's state of mind. As such, they remain important to obtain and accused infringers should consider relying upon an opinion of counsel in a litigation.[35]

The presence of an opinion of counsel leaves the patentee with few options other than to attack
whether the opinion is sufficiently competent and whether the accused infringer actually relied upon the opinion.[36]

Despite such attacks, the presence of an opinion of counsel will often thwart a patentee's attempt to obtain enhanced damages when alleging willful infringement.[37]

While the above decisions concerning presuit knowledge, past business relationships or attempts to license, copying, and attempts to use post-grant proceedings may turn on factual determinations that are case specific, it is important to understand the impact of admitting such evidence at trial.

Regardless of whether this evidence ultimately results in a willfulness finding, getting the evidence before the jury may increase the likelihood that the jury will find infringement and the asserted patents valid.

As such, accused infringers should try to minimize the introduction of such evidence through summary judgment motions and motions in limine.
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